
 

What makes Amitabh  bachchan click so much all 

over his life? Be it films, personal life, money etc 

etc 

 It is a normal question in every one's mind that 

how could Amitabh  Bachchan from a scratch with 

no contacts in the film industry rise to such 

heights? How can he maintain his status all over to 

the age of 75 years in the TV serial like kaun 

banega crorepati(KBC)? 

 In this article we would try to look into his 

horoscope or kundali and anka nadi aspects to see 

what makes him still going so strong., 

Birth details of amitabh bachchcan 

 Original Name of Amitabh bachchan= Inquilaab 

Srivastava 

 Last name- Amitabh bachchan 

 11 October 1942 (age 76) 



 

What are the  Planets and Numbers of Amitabh 

Bachchan? 

 Very few people may know the Amitabh 

bachchan's original name was Inquilaab 

Srivastava! so numbers calculation are done from 

this name as this would give more stable results 

 Our ancient rishis state and includes Pythagoras- 

that the world emanates form OM vibration- and 



the alphabets of any language and also our name 

emanates form the same OM vibration. Sour name 

and our birth date is a special combination of 

planetary energy to make us a big success or 

failure! 

Pythagoras 

 It’s all a game of how we are able channelize our 

energies 

what is the purpose of life of Amitabh bachchan ? 

That’s is what is he born for? 

 Amitabh Bachchan’s  LIFE PATH number is = 

11+ Oct +1942 = 11+10+16 = 37= 

3+7=10=[1]=SUN 

 

Where The core capabilities of Amitabh bachchan  

based on anka nadi and Vedic astrology 



 His BIRTH DATE Number is = 11 [2]= Moon & 

Neptune both 

 His NAME NUMBER is =  74 [11][2]  = Moon & 

Neptune both 

 

What would Amitabh bachchan try to do as he 

grows older?  

 POWER NUMBER of Amitabh bachchan is = 

111 [3] = sun(1)+sun(1)+sun(1) = 

Jupiter(3) 

 

 The motivation of Amitabh Bachchan  

 HEART # 1 = (23) and   HEART # 2 = (0) and  

HEART # 3 = (12) HEART NUMBER TOTAL = [35] 

=8= Saturn = wants control and command in life. 



 

What makes him(Amitabh bachchan) at the top of 

the world and so great? 

 Note his LIFE PATH number is = 11+ Oct +1942 

= 11+10+16 = 37= 3+7=10=[1]=SUN or Leo, 

so he is born to be a leader in some field. :). 

he has been a super hero and leader in the film 

industry. 

 Note he has Aquarius  lagna for amitabh 

bachchan that is the kumbha lagna = 11th sign, 

you note 1+1 = sun +sun, this is n harmony with 

the leadership qualities that are expected from 

Amitabh bachchcan. also he has proved to be a 

leader.  

 yes Amitabh bachchan has been a leader for 4 

decades in the bollywood. he has immense will 

power and adaptation due to sun. he will also face 

opposition to his success, as we know there was a 

time when he had had to restart his life . Plus his 

affair with rekha ji causes trouble to his family. sun 

the destiny lord is in the eighth house of the 

horoscope. 



 Also note Amitabh bachchan has two 11's in 

his horoscope that is birth number is 11= 

number of idealism and leadership and yes 

capacity to reach the top and also his name 

number =11. so this two 11 = 11x11= double 

Neptune energy makes him a super power 

engine. he is destined to reach the top if he or 

Amitabh bachchan is able to sue this energy well. 

we know we have used this energy constrictively 

and he or Amitabh  bachchan is at the top. 

 

 

 Note his lord  fourth house is venus (the Taurus 

sign) and is in the eighth house with the karma 

lord mars, giving him tremendous and unexpected 

gains in his career. yes with obstacles as well as it 

is the eighth house.Venus is also the lord of 

fortune, luck and past life karma running the ninth 

house. so he or Amitabh would get good gains 

from his past life karmas  well. 

What makes Amitabh bachchan still click at this 

age of 76 as well? Be it KBC or giving new 

advertizements!. 

 His maturity number or power number  = 

111= 1+1+1=3= Jupiter. or sun+sun+sun 

=Jupiter. this means sun would always keep him 



at the top and also Jupiter would keep him growing 

in wisdom , wealth and yes creative expression. 

KBC is a good example of this. 

 

 He also has Saturn energy ruling him beyond the 

age of 50- so suggesting work, work and work for 

him. This would keep him kicking and alive lifelong 

! 

 He is also running the Venus dasa - that is lord of 

name and fame and his luck and fortune the 4th 

and 9th bhavas. all this combined would give him 

great name and fame in life till almost end of his 

life. We wish him a happy and long life. 

 
 So we can clearly see that the basic high 

energy of Neptune and moon and sun, 

11x11x 1 was well utilized by Amitabh bachchan 

to be a success in  money, love, children, family or 

any matters. he is also ruled by Aquarius the 11th 

sign. Proper sue of energy can create a LASER out 

of anyo0ne, so could you ultilize  your energies to 

the best by our super success or anka nadi report 



below to be successful in almost all areas of your 

life. 
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